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ABSTRACT

This thesis describes the design and analysis of a class of control

systems which combines both concepts of Integral Pulse Frequency Modulation

(IPFM) and phase-locked loops (PLL). This concept was stimulated by lloorers

work on rnotor-speed control using phase-locked 1oops. The proposed system

employs two identical IPFM nodulators: one of which modulates the systen

input and the other rnodulates the plant output. The nodulated plant output

is fed back a¡rd "comparedt'with the nodulated system Í-nput. Ttre rtcomparison

process'r generates a plant excitation signal which brings the system into

the phase-locked state when other appropriate conditions are satisfied. A

state variable analysis is applied to the rrphase-locked loop control system

(PLLCS)rr to investigate the locking conditions. Then, an equivalent sampled-

data system is developed to facilitate the stability (locking) analysis of

the PLLCS

i¡ìi:l
;:i:ì.:.j
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCT]ON

This thesis describes the design and analysis of a control system

which incorporates features of both pulsed phase-locked loops (PLL) and

integral pulse frequency modulation (IPFM). Both PLL and IPFM concepts have

been employed previously in control systerns; however, they have not been used

j ointly.

1.1. Background

(a) Phase-locked loops (PLL)

Phase-locked loops are basically feedback systems whose feedback

signals are frequencies rather than the magnitude of a voltage or current.

Phase-locked loops have become the najor building blocks of many systens.

The recent development of thick filn tech¡ology a1Iows phase-locked loops

to be assenbled with'integrated circuits, and this feature results in an

almost limitless number of other possible applications.

Initially, phase-locked loops were used in co¡nmunications, and there

has been a tremendous anount of work done in this area, including the denod-

ulation of information carrier signals, synchronization of line pilots and the

tracking of carrier frequencies in rnultiplex systems. The phase-locked loop

concept hras proposed in the late 1930ts to enable the s¡rnchronous reception

of two radio signals. Later, the pulsed phase-locked loops idea, where the

reference input is a pulse stream rather than a sinusoidal signal, was

introduced in television receivers for synchronizing the horizontal and

vertical sweep oscillator to the transrnitted synchronizing pulses. Narrow

band phase-locked receivers have also been used in tracking weak satellite
l¡.', -:,t,i
i ,:' . :..



signals because they offer excellent noise immunity.

Recently, it has been shown (M1) that the pulsed PLL concept can

be successfully applied to control systems. Moore tI{1) designed a pulsed
' ,t,, .,

i PLL motor-speed control system, and used an optical encoder assembly to generate ::: ::

a pulse stream whose frequency was proportional to the speed of the motor.

These pulses htere then compared with a reference signal by a digital phase
,-:.

I aetector. By locking the pulses into the reference signal, speed accuracies 
;ì..,..¡

o f 0.002 percent were obtained. 
-::t'

....'.''
| ::t :lr

j:: . i:

(b) Integral pulse frequency modulation (IPFM)

Integral pulse frequency modulation (IPFM) is a pulsed scheme whích

ênits a fixed size pulse whenever the integral value of the analog input

reaches the predetermined threshold of the scheme. IPFM has been success-

ful1y applied to space vehicle attitude control systems (F1), and adaptive
I

control systems (M3),

The first investigation (M1, Ll) of IPFM occured about fifteen years

ago. Since then, IPFM has become the most widely used pulse frequency

modulation (PFM) scheme due to its sirnplicity and ease of ínplementation. :r.,,-,

Previous work on the applications of IPFM is quite extensive. Li(Ll) i.,;.
::.::i::

and lfeyer (li{2) have defined IPFM and investigated its effect in feedback

control systems. The application of IPFM to space vehicle attitude control

has been made by Farrenkopf, Sabroff and Wheeler (Fl). Murphy and l{est (M3) 
.,.,,,.,_,.,

have applied IPFIr{ in an adaptive outer loop around the basic system to !1'.';r'''rr

obtain an adaptive autopilot for high performance contempolrary military air-

craft.
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I.2. Motivation

There are several advantages in using pulses for control. Economy

: ãnd efficiency are two of the inportant factors. fn a case of space ,,
..1'.

vehicle attitude control, for example, the inevitable fuel consunption is

reduced substantially if pulse bits, rather than constant thrust, are applied

to the space vehicle. AIso, more efficient operation can potential ly be ¡:.:,:
..,', 

r ¡----------J -- 
,,;,.,.

,' obtained if a jet specifically designed to deliver smal1 fixed size pulses , "

-,,, (such as IPFM produces) is used. 
,:,:,.,

other advantage is that, in remote control äpplications, control

' pulses which are contaflinated by noise and distortion can easily be recovered. 
,

Control pulses (Fig. I.2.7 (a)) which are transnitted. over a long distance 
i

i' along any mediun are undoubtedly attenuated and distorted (Fig. I.z.Itb)). 
i

The control signal can be regenerated by pulse repeaters which are placed 
i
:

a1ongthetransrnissionmediun.Thepu1seTepeaterSernitanundistorted

pulse whenever the required level of the incorning signal is detected at the

detecting leveI B of the pulse repeater (Fig. t.Z.I(c)).
'r.'

,',. The idea of designing a control systern using PLL principle was i,,.:

,. stimulated by Moorets work on phase-locked loop motor speed control. In his ,'.,.,;.

.:,r'
work, Moore used fixed time clock pulses to control the speed of the motoï.

He for¡nd that this pulsed PLL technique provided excellent accuracy for the

motor speed. Nloorers success provided the notivation to further study the
:,1 l:r:-.,.

lt:1'i:il':r application of PLL techniques in control systems.

Most contror signals: are continous. Thus, the use of pLL methods

rnust allow for conversion frorn continuous to pulsed signals. From the
previous work, IPFIII has been proven advantageous in control systerns (Ll , MZ,

_ :,. -.'.., ,"l F1, M3). A1so, it can be used as an analog encoder because it takes an ii,,,u4¡\vJ é¡r 

i.
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anaTog signal and converts it into digital pulses. Therefore, the combination

of pulsed PLL technique and IPFM may further study the idea that Moore pïesents

in his paper. In this thesis, it ís hoped to present a possible PLL - IpFM

control systen design, and to investigate the locking conditions of such a

proposed system.

I.3. Outline of Analysis

The historical background, current status and rnode of operation of
the phase-locked loops (PLL) and Integral Pulse Frequency l4odulation (IpFM)

arle sunmarizeð, in Chapter 1. The motívation of designing such a system is
due to the drawbacks in Moorers work and the advantages of IPFM in control

systems. In Chapter 2, the general concept of a phase-locked systen is

explained and this new systern is compared with the conventional systens.

The latter part of Chapter 2 is devoted to the design of the IpFM nodulator

and the establishment of the analog phase comparator. The nathernatical

development for the locking systen is included in Ctrapter S. In Chapter 4,

the stability of the system is investigated and is demonstrated for lst and

2nd order systems. Fínal1y, the conclusions are given ín chapter 5.

I :. ..:tr

l:..,::.¡', ,-',..,,.

i -rì:! . ; -. r-fr':i::
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CHAPTER 2

DESIGN OF A PHASE-LOCKED LOOP CONTROL SYSTEM

This system is a regulator system. It includes five components; ','.,

namely, two identical IPFM modulators, an analog phase comparator, an amplifier

and a linear plant (Fie. 2.7.7),

The two identical IPFM nodulators are used. to convert the inconing ,i.

analog signals into sequences of pulses: one of the IPFM elenents modulates "'1"¡

'':.,.',the system input signal and the other nodulates the plant output. The in- ':::::'

formation originally contained in the system input and the plant output is

carried.inthespacingbetweenpu1ses.Thespacingisdependentonthe
l

relative values of the predetermined threshold value of the IPFir{ modulator 
i

and the inconing analog signal. Larger analog signals give smaller spacings 
i

I

between pulses, and smaller analog signals yield larger spacings. 
i

The analog phase comparator is different fron conventional l

digital phase comparators such as exclusive-or circuits, edge-triggered flip-

flop, etc. This analog phase conparator is primarily desígned to detect the 
f,..,,,..;initiation of the pulse signals of the system input and the plant output. 
.'.,
.t::.::..

These pulses trigger the logic circuits of the analog phase comparator which 
1,-,,',.

in turn, produces a plant excitation signal. The shape and the inagnitude

of this plant excitation signal reflects the relative spacing betleen the

i":'.i: :initiation time of the associated pu1 ses 
i.,,:i.,;

Hence, the proposed system is different from the conventional feed-

back control system in several aspects. In the conventional feedback system,

the systen input and the plant output are continuous analog signals. In

the proposed system, however, the system input and the plant output are 
:.:.i..,..
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converted into two sequences of pulses by the two identical IpFM modulators,

respectively. Furthermore, the conventional feedback system compares the

relative nagnitude of the input and output analog signals and produces an 
,.,,:,error signal which is the difference between the compared signals. In the

proposed system, horvever, an analog phase comparator is designed to detect

the initiation of the input and output pulses and to pïoduce an associated 
,,.,.1,,plant excitation signal. This plant excitation signal maintains the 'phase- ,,,,,;¡,:

locked'r system in its steady-state when the locking conditions are satisfied. .,,,1
j: j:::, :

The t'phase-1ocked" state, as defined in this thesis, is achieved when the two

sequences of pulses from the two IPFM modulators interlock with each other.

2.7. Integral Pulse Frequéncy Modulâtiori (IpFM)

An Integral Pulse Frequency Modulator enits a fixed-area pulse when-

ever the integral value of its input reaches the positive threshold; the

polarity of the pulde is that of the just-encountered threshold. The inter-
vals between successive initiation of pulses contain the information about

the modulating signal. The pulses themselves contain no information and

are all identical in síze and shape.

The schematic diagram of a ty¡rical IPFM modulator is given in Fig.
2.2.I. The components include three electronic comparators (i.e. CgMp I,
COMP rI' ând COMP III) and an integrator. The operation of these electronic
comparators is sinilar to that of latching relays. When the net input to
the comparators as shown in Fig. 2.2.r is positive, the upper reference

signal is switched to the output; otherwise, the rorcer reference signal is
connected through. A1so, these compar.ators invert the polarities of the

reference signals: they change the positive signals into negative, and,

i-:i.:._.':.):r
lr::!:: iì."

i:iii -:.:' -,.
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vice veïsa. Hence, the polarity of the emitted pulse fron the modulator

depends on the reference power supply to the electronic comparators. In

Fig. 2.2.I, the configuration is arranged to enit positive pulses.
' '"

.:. 1. :.1.:.1.. 
'

' When the inodulator begins operation, the reference signal of the ",'" ',"'

three electronic compaïators aïe as shown in Fig.2.2.I. illith the only

exception of 12, which ís at -M/2 volts, all the other input legs and
'..'''- :: '':': ::': '; 

", output legs for all electronic comparators are zero. ,,,,::,,:,:,'

. 
tor example, when a positíve analog signal , z(t), is applied to 

',',,,-..,,t=,.
COMP I at RB, the sun of It and 12 is negative and -Z(t) is produced

at 0,. The -Z(t) is fed into COMP II and into the integrator. . :1-

For COMP II, the negative I, results in _-M volts at 02. This -M volts

is then fed into COMPIIIat IS. At the same tirne, the output of the 
l

integrator is also fed into COMP III at 14, and its value is increasing. 
.

ThesumofIsandIoísnegative,and0siszero,(ii'e.theoutputofthe

modulator is zero). '

Eventually, the output of the integrator comes to the value which is

,, slightly greater than +M volts. The sum , of IS and f+ becomes 
.,,_,,; .,

. :...:.. :.:1i:.' 'I

' positive, resulting in +M volts at 0o. The output of the modulator is 
,..:,., , -,.
.-":- i: . .:.i -:..

now at +M volts. r"r' : :

This +M volts is also fed back to COIr{P I at 11. The sum of It

and 12 becomes positive, and +S volts is then switched to 01. The +S

i volts, which replace -Z(t), is fed into COMP II and into the iii.,,:ri' r -- -- -\-) t i:.:i:t;rì_:r,::iìr.r

integrator. For COMP II, the positive IS gives zero output at 02 and

hence, at 15. The integrator, which is at an instantaneous +Il volts

output value, is then discharging its potential. There is +1.{ volts at

0g as long as the sum of IS and Iq is positive. As soon as the sum of 
i,...:,.+.



I. and I- becomes negative, then 0, is reduceð to zeto. The output of4 5 -3

the rnodulator becomes zero again, and a standard pulse has b,een initiated.

This nodulation scheme gives a series of pulses with variable spacing
¡l,-:,;.:ì

for the positive signal , Z(t) (Fig. 2.2.2). These pulses are Tectangular ,,',,:,,'

in shape at a magnitude of M volts and a duration of 
^ 

seconds. This

duration is obtained by calculating the reciprocal of the positive reference 
i:,::,power supply S of COMP I. There is no overlapping of pulses with this 
¡,.',,.,, ,

circuit arrangement because the integration of the incoming analog signal ,,," 
',',

i¡tr.'' :. 
'..'.always starts at the termination of the previous pulse. ¡"''.';,

:-.

2.2. Analog Phase Comparator

The sínulation of the analog phase comparator is simplified by ,

iusing a S/360 continuous system rnodeling program (5/360 CSMP) . T s/360 
I

CSMP is a problen-oriented program designed to facilitate th. uigital 
i

:

sirnulation of continuous processes on large-scale digitz- rnachines. The 
I

progTaminc1udesabasicsetoffunctiona1b1ocksthatrnaybeusedto

represent the conponents of a continuous system. This program also accepts l

application-oriented staternents for defining the connections between these i,:;"
i'' 

"': ' "fu¡rctíonal blocks. 
i,,1.r;,¡:: .

The block diagram of the a¡ralog phase companator is given in

Fig. 2.3.1. It comprises of two resettable flip flopts (i.e. FFI and FFII),

an integrator, tÌ{o zero-order hold devices (i.e. UIOLD I and ZHOLD II), a 
[lir..::ì

nul tiplier, an inverter and an adder. A resettable fl ip flop is an electronic i::i:r:ìi:r';-::

1ogicdeviceinwhichitsoutputdependsontheconditionsofitsinput

and its previous output. rts truth table is also girren in Fig. 2.3.L. A 
,

I

zero-order hold device is also an electronic logic circuit in r.¿hich its
I ìr,,, i-..i : '...

output depends on the polarity of the controlling signal to the der.ice: a iijÌ,'{
'l
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positive controlling signal yields an output which is equal to the input,

and a negative or zero control ling signal gives an output which is equal to

the previous output.

In Fig. 2.3.I., the system input pulses and the plant output pulses

are fed into the analog phase comparator at St and S, respectively. The

plant excitation signal appears at SS.

when a pulse first comes in at sl, FFrr is at logic 0 and FFr is
at logic 1. The external circuit arrangernents of both flip floprs result
in zero at wg and 1.0 volts at }Vl. The output of frroLD r just prior to

the appearance of the pulse at St is zero. I{rith no controlling signal at

Wg, the output of ZHOLD I is equal to the previous output and is zero at

W4. Wt is fed into the multiplier, ZHOLD II, and the integrator at the

same instant. The nultiplier nultiplies both its inputs at wq and ll11,

and, hence, produces zero output at W5. Since ZHOLD II now has a positive

controlling signar at wl, its output at wo is now equal to its input at

W5. WU and, hence, I{, is zero.

The integrator integrate= W1 and generates a unit ramp signal at

W2. WZ is fed into ZHOLD I and into an adder, s.irnultaneous-ly. W2has no

effect on ZHOLD f because there is no controlling signal at WS. However,

W2 beíng fed into the adder, results in a unit rarnp signal increasing at a

rate of 1.0 volt per sec. at Sg. The output of the analog phase comparîator

is a unit ranp signal.

The process is interrupted when another pulse appears at s2. FF1

is now changed to logic 0 and FFrr is changed to logic 1. These changes

result in 1.0 volt at wg and no signal at I{1. The controlling signal

Wt to ZHOLD I is then positive so that W+ is equal to tIZ. The multiplier,

1...'

'.:.i..: Li:

'ì l::1iiì
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however, yields a zeTo output at ws because there is no input fron !Vl.

Co¡lsequently, WU, and then W7, are also zero.

Without any input, the integrator maintains a constant output at the 
r,,,,.,,,

level which is the highest integrated value just prior to the change of logic :'::''-

at the flip flopts. The adder conpares \'12 from the integrator and WZ from

the inverter, and produces a constant output at s3. The output of the

analog phase comparator is now constantly at the leve1 which is that of the ..,,,,1.
:.: .:.:

highest Tamp signal, just prior to the appearance of the purse at s2. 
i_^,1.

I{hen another pulse appears at 51, FFI is converted back to logic 1 t"'"''

and FFII to logic 0. These changes result in zero at WS and 1"0 volt at

Wl. Without any controlling signal at ltl3, 4IOLD I rnaintains the constant

voltage which is the output of the integrator just prior to the appeaïance
I.

of this pulse. At the multiplier, wq nultiplies with ttll, which is 1.0

volt at the moment, and, hence, w5 is equal to w4. nnLD rr is at a 
i

positive 1.0 volt controlling signal, and WO is equal to IVs. The inverter 
,

changes the sign of WO and Wl is equal to -W4 
.

Simultalreously, the integrator starts integrating Wl and produces 
i;r, ",.
i.:.,.:::',a¡other ramp signar at w2. ãloLD r blocks this ramp signal at wz because 
1,.,,,,1'.-

there is no signal at the contïolling point WJ. Wz is, however, cornpared i::-:::::'

with WZ at the adder. Hence, the analog phase comparator is reset to zero

before it produces another ramp signal. Hence, the output signal of the

analog phase compaïator is a sequence of trapezoidal signats(Fig. 2.3.2). ir;'.t''
The integrator always integrates between any input pulse and the

immediate1yfo11owingfeedbackpu1se.Theseinterva1sprovidetheranp

portion of the trapezoidal signal. The output of the phase compaïator

remains constant between any feedback pulse and the inmediately succeeding 
:..:,: .

.1.
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ínput pu1se. All these intervals produce the flat portion of the trapezoid.al

signal.

The duration of every individual t'rapezoid depends on the duration of
every input-feedback-input pulse trio.. The closer the feedback pulse ís to
the preceedíng input pu1se, the shorter is the duration of the ramp poïtion
of the trapezoíd; resulting in a small magnitude of the trape zoid.. on the
other hand, the farther ahlay the feedback pulse is frorn the preceeding input
pulse, the longer is the duration of the ranp poïtion of the trape zoid.
This increases the nagnitude of the trape zoið..



CHAPTER 3

ANALYSIS OF LOCKING CONDITIONS

Since related analyses have not been done previously, the locking
conditions of phase-locked systems are investigated in this Chapter. The

objective is to study the system performance for different values of plant
gain and for different system parameteïs. The approach taken is to simulate

different systems on a digital conputer in order to gain insight into the

system behaviour. This insight is then used in developing the theoretical
locking conditions.

3.7. Sinulation of phase:Locked SyStens

Continuous System Modelling Prograrn (CSMP) is used to sinulate the

phase-locked systems on a dígital computer. These simulated systems are

regulator systems (i.e. systems with constant input) whose inputs are fed

into an Integral Pulse Frequency Modulator to produce a train of rectangular
pulses at constant intervals. Various systems are simulated to obtain some

insight of the system behaviour.

rn the following simulations, all the systen parameters

are standardized so as to compare the different systen performances on the

same scale. Since it is very difficult to simulate impulses for this particular
purpose in the CSMP, the two IPFI¿Í nodulators are designed to emit rectaagular
pulses with 1.0 volt in magnitude and 0.05 seconds in duration. The 1.0 volt
is chosen arbitrarily and the 0,05 sec is the tine at which this IpFM scheme

requires to reset the integrator. The predetermined threshcild levels for
the rPFlr{ modulators are simply selected to be 1.0 volt-second. For ease of
observations on the computer printout, the system input is purposely designed fW
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at 7.0526375 volts, so that while the first input pulse is initiateð at 0.975

seconds, the remaining input pulses are exactLy at 1.0-second intervals.

The trapezoidal signals from the analog phase comparator ar.e designed to 
r:,::,:

have their ramp portions climbing at a rate of 1.0 volt per second. The ,,'.,' 
'

following responses are based on these standardized system paraneters.

A first'-order linear plant with its pole location at -I.0 is chosen
l ...,:

to be simulated. Different plant gain values aïe assígned to the system. j..;,,i,
r:r..::.-. 

'

It is observed that the system is phase-locked for only a certain region of 
i,,,i,,

gain. Among them, the gain of 2.2, 2.7 and 3.85 provides fairly satiSfactory i'i'r'i:"':

results (Fig. 3.1.1, 3.1.2 and 3.1.3). The system does not phase-lock if

the plant gain is assigned below or above this region. 
,

Atagainof2.2,thefeedbackpu1sesare1ockedtotheinputpu1ses
'

in 3.975 seconds, three seconds after the first pulse appears, even though 
,

the feedback pulses are slightly oscillating arornd the input pulses. At 
l

j

I2.g75 seconds, nine second.s later, the feedback pulses become stable and are i

i

initiated at cons.tant i¡ter-Ði¡lse i¡teryâls of 0,.85 seconds. The plant
output becomes regular arrd periodic. The naxinum is 1. 26 volt at the initiations 

.,
j:l.,:,r::.:

of input pulses and the minimum is 0.96 volts at 0.425 seconds later frorn each l:. ,

input pulse (Fig. 3.1.1) '":lt't,. :.':

At a gain of 2.7, the systern also requires three seconds to achieve

phase-locked states. After another six seconds 1ater, the feedback pulses

are initiated regularly at a constant inter-pulse interval of 0.5 seconds. ,-.,.l-:: r: '

After the system is phase-locked and stable, the plant output beco¡nes regular

and periodic. The plant output has a rnaximurn of 1.175 volts at the initiation 
l

of each input pulse and a minimum of 0.945 volts at 0.25 seconds later (Fig.

3 .r.2) 

':iï:,i
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The systern is then assigned a gar:n of 3.85. It requires three seconds

to achíeve phase-lock. A peculíar initiation pattern of the feedback

pulses occurs at another four seconds later. Since then, the feedback pulses

are inítiated at the inter-pulse interval of either 0.ZI2S seconds or 0.4625

seconds. Even though the systen is still phase-locked (Fig. s.L.s), thó

feedback pulses are not stable at this gain; i.e., they are oscillating around

the input pulses.

From these observations, the system is phase-locked when appropríate

plant gain is applied to the system. There are appaïently rninimun and.

maxirnum linits of plant gain for each system. It would not be able to lock

if the plant gain is below the minimun linit; the feedback IpFlrl nodulator

does not have sufficient input so that it ca¡ initiate pulses at the required

tine slots- A1so, fron the observation, high plant gain may create oscillation
and force the system out of lock. Hence, analysis of locking conditions is
simplified to the detérmination of appropriate plant gain for particular
systems.

3,2, Lcicking Conditions

fn order to analyze the locking conditions of the system, a general

expression of the plant output y(t) is established for systems with

different order linear plants. since the plant output y(t) in Fig. 3.2.I
is periodic with a period equal to that of the input pulses, the value of
the integral of y(t), for any pulse interval (i.e., tK < t < af*t), is
evaluated in order to find the ïelationship of the plant gain K with other

systen païameters. l{Iith this relationship, the conditions for phase-locking

are obtained.

I ..:
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Consider the linear plant which is represented by the following nth

order linear differential equation,

yG)(") * frvct)(n-11 + fry(t)6-2) +.... * fny(t) = K,.(t)lr 
> r ,,.1,,,,.

r
(3. 1)

where t is the reference time at which the first input pulse is initiated ,.-:i.r, .

'. 
e¡rv rÅ¡r c r¡r',uL I/uJ-ÞË 15 :LIlILIaIgq 

.. ,,. ,

and fr ts are constants. :i :rr: :' i
t,.^'...:...'

The nth order differential equation can b.e transformed into a set .1., 
¡.,,;,¡,:'- .r r: :

of first order differential equations; namely,

yl (t) + al yl (r) = yz(t)

irfÐ + a, vr(t) = yj(r)

:

rrria) +anyn(t) =KX(r) t>t r

or, in natrix form,

Y(t-tr)=AY(t-a")+ Q X(t _ .") (3.2)

Where

-a" 1 0
1

0-a^1
z

0

'l
0l

:r'::.-:'_-'

A=

o-ainl
-t

and Q=

Kl
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The general form

equation

of the solution to Eq. (3.2) is obtained by the following

A(r_t_)
Y(t-t*)=e r C+a- "A(t-v)QX(v-t")dvt:r

where g is a constant matrix depending on initial conditions. Hence, the

state, Y(t - ar), for a t a, is uniquely determined by the state at tirne

t" and the input for t > tr, and it is índependent of the state and the

input before tr.

rn the following, the analysis is based on the assunption that, in
steady state, the control system is phase-locked and stable so that the

feedback pulses are initiated at constant inter-pulse intervals (Fig. 3.2.I(a),
and (b))- A1so, the signals exciting the plant become a train of identical
trapezoids (Fig. s-2.r (c)). since y(t - tr) is continuous and periodic
(Fig. 3.2.Ud)), it is only required to obtain mathenatical description of
Y(t - tr) between aK and aK * 1. In Fig; 5.2.1, tK is chosen as the

new reference time and Eq. (S.3) becomes

(3.3)

A(r - r,,)
=e- o y

-tK
Aft - v'le-' Q X(v - t,,)dv

It
Y(r - rK) . 

f._

where Y
-f "K

where T

tK<t<tK

(3.4)

is the state of the control system at tK. For ,K . a ¡¡ t*-+ T

is the inter-pulse interval, X(t - tK) = t _ tK and for
* To: where To is the input pulse period, 

. X(t _ t*) = T.
- A(r_r,,)

r(t-tK) = ¡"=-"-tKJ IrK - (r-rK)A-tg * !r"A(t-tK)g - A-rql u(r-r.)

* (a-1[t-rK-r) - {'u4(t-tr-r)Q . {b u(t-rK-r)
ir: ':. r: '

(3. s)



where u[t) is a unit step function.

It is required to determine

AT
Y(t* + To - tK) = io

+ H(A-l ft-L.l\

From Eq. (3.6),

Y
-+'x

. Ar t-

-'t-14*Q*

27.

Eq. (3.5) becomes

ATT -TI
- e-' o ')Q

(3. 6)

Eq. (3.6) and get

(3.7)

tK * To'

^AT
A-¿ G- oY

"K

From Fíg. 3.2.1(d), rt* = Y* = Y(T^). Substitute into-tK+1 u

AT . ^' AT AfT - T'l

L = (r - J o)-1 A*z(-"- o - AT - "-t-o 
-')n

-LK

The plant output, Yl(t) (or y(t)), is of prime interest. yr(t)

can be obtained by defining a known natiix H, where

H=t1

Frorn Eq. (5.5),

ol

' A(r-r,,)
r, (t-t*) = H(e- Á' . A(t-t,,)

{'"-'- 
-K'Q 

- {'A u(r-r,.)Yt*- {t-t*){lQ *

_" A(r-tu-T)
-T) -A -e r\

.,
A+A-Q)u(t-r--T)

Ã

(3.8)

_1
-THA*Q

^AT+HA-¿("-o
A(T^-T)

: € " )QYt- =
tK 1 - ur, (To) (3.e)

,li .! j 1.

where

['rn (ro)]r,*,,

Fig. 3.2.7(d) ,

AT
-o=g

In the feedback IPFM, which starts integrating the



plant output yl(t) at aK_l _* t * À, emits a

and the integral of the plant output y1 (t) in

threshold level E of the modulator. Since the

continuous and periodic, the plarrt output yl(t)

aX would be identical to that between tK * T *

pulse duration A to be negligible,

standard pulse at tK * T,

this interval equals the

plant output yl (t) is

between tK_l*T+A and

^ 
and aK*l. Assuming the

E

Also, the plant

and Eq. (5.10)

vl (t) dt

is an explicit parameter of

(3.10)

the expression yl (t),

,,tK*To_t- 
J*,K

gain K

becornes

E = K L(T) (3. 1 i)

where

L (T) (t) dr

K is related to the inter-pulse ínterval THence, the plant gain

by Eq. (3.11). A plot relating the gain K and the inter-pulse interval T

for first order systens with different pole positions is shown in Fig. 3.2.2.

For locking, the inter-pulse interval T can be any positive value, provided

that it is less than the input pulse period To. If the inter-pulse interval
T is assr¡red to be greater than To, there will be no feedback pulse in the

specific tirne slot, and the system will not be phase-locked. It is shown in
Fig. 3-2.2 that as the plant gain K increases the inter-pulse interval T

becomes smaller. rntuitively, higher plant gain creates large system output

so that the feedback pulses are initiated sooner. The gain K 'in the lower

t+T
1'r K o

= K i* r,
"K

: .. i. i :- ,.::
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region coincideswith the ob,servation in section 3.1. However, when the

plant gain is increased to the point where T is at about 0.3 second.s, then

the feedback pulse positions are observed to oscillate; that ís, it is observed

that the steady state solution becornes unstabLe. Hence, it is necessary to
investigate stability.

i:;::
.::.t:

:i.-1": .;':
;¡::;i.J :.: .

:: .::!ì.: .t.

¡.:1i
i:i'



CHAPTER 4

STAB ILITY

When systern simulations were done to verify the locking conditions,
it was observed that the feedback pulse posítions oscillated around the
ttheoretical valuet as the plant gain was increased. Further increases in
plant gain caused the plant to come out of tlockr. Because the steady state
solution was observed to be unstable it becarne necessary to investigate the

stability of a phase-locked system.

4 .7.

As already pointed out, the feedback pulse position oscillates
around the calculated values as the gain is increased. Intuitively, it can

be seen that if a feedback pulse occurs too late, the signal exciting the

plant and the corresponding plant output will be 1arge. consequently, the

next feedback pulse will occur too soon and the sígnal exciting the plant
will be sma1l- This results in a late occurrenceof the next pulse. The

situation keeps on repeatedly and the feedback pulses will not be able to
settle down to the calculated values.

In the case where the feedback

bourhood of the rtheoreticalr position,

(solid line in Fig. 4.1.1(a)) is

x(t)=\(t)+xd(t)

where Xd(t) is the deviation of the actual

plant input signal under periodic conditions

pulses are oscillating in the neigh-

the actual plant ínput signal

(4. 1)

plant input signal from the

xrcr).
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The signal Xd(t) is assuned to have snal1 average arnplitude as

conpared to XT[t). Hence, XdCt) is a sequence of positive and negative

trapezoidal signals (fie. 4.L.1th)). Since Xd(t) is assumed small and

deviates from \tt) in a specific pattern, Xd(t) can be approxirnated by

a éequence of alternating square waves (Fig. 4.IJ (c)).

Studying the stability of the peiiodic solution defined by X(t) = XT(t)

is equivalent to studying the behaviour of Xd(t) when Xd(t) is fed into

the linear plant of the system with the loop clos"¿[l). More precisely, the

stability of a phase-locked systen is the same as the stability of a sampled-

data control systen with a hold device which holds the signal value for D

seconds (Fig. 4.I.2) .

Under such conditions, stability can be investigated by applying the

technique of the sanpled-data control theory to the sanpled-function locus

K G (z) = KÉ,t.,l -r" ) ccs)l (4.2)

where the tra¡sport 1ag D is snaller than the sampling period To. In=.

?k

Stability will occur if the Nyquist Locus KG (jo) encircles the critical i::,.::::
r ':::::, '':::-::*
, point -1. Stability will occuï if the Nyquist Locus KG (:icrr) does not ,,.,.,

"I': encircle the -1 point.' This will be used to determine the systèn stability. ".

4.2. Deterniination of System StabiTity

The procedure for finding the system gain, K, for stable PLL

(1) Su" page 477-480 of t'Feedback Control Systemsrfhy Gi11e, Pelegrin and
Decaulne.

l::'r:: -
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operation is demonstrated for first and second order systems with real po1es.

This procedure is applicable to general nth order systems; however, it

becomes more cumbersorne as the system order increases.

In the previous Chapter, a general expression regarding the locking

conditions for systens of nth order linear plants is obtained. For any

linear plant with real poles, the poles are either distinct or rnultiple. In

the second order systens, for example, the plants can have either two distinct

poles or a multiple pole of order two. The plant gain for which the systens

are theoretically phase-locked can be obtained easily by using the Lagrange'

interpolation formula for systems of second or higher orders (Gl).

The concept of sampled-data control systems with a special hold

device is applied to the stability of phase-locked systens. In general, the

characteristic equation of a sampled-data control systern with the special

hold device may be derived by putting the denominator of the system output

transform as shown in Fig. 4.1.2 equal to zero. The characteristic equation

of the system is given by

1+KG(Z)=Q (4.3)

The nature of the roots of Eq. (4.3) determines the stability of the systen.

The systen is stable if all the roots of the characteristic equation in Z

lie inside the unit circle about the origin of the Z pIane. The gain of

stable first order systems for different inter-pulse interval T are plotted

in Fig. 4.2.\. It is shown that the gain begins with some sma1l value and

increases as the inter-pulse interval T increases.

The locking conditions of a phase-locked system are determined by

the steady state solution as given in Eq. (3.11). Eq. (3.11) provides the
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theoretical region of plant gain K within which the systern would be phase-

locked but it does not address itself to stability. This expression works

well at lower plant gain, br:t as soon as the plant gain increases, it is not

sufficient to predict the oscillation of the feedback pulses. The stability

can be determined by the characteristic equation of sanpled-data systems

with the special hold device as shown in Eq. (4.3). The intersection of the

stabiliry. tinit'curve (Eq. (4.3)) and the locking condition curve (Eq. (3.11)

estabtiShes. the maximum gain and the ninimum inter-pulse intervals for stable

operation

First Order Systen

In the case of a first order system, the linear plant can be represented

by the following differential equation:

iCtl +ay(t) =KX(t)lr

Since it is a first order differential

(4.4)
ìtr

equation; then

A=-a

-1A-=

Q=K

E= t

_ Lla

-aT
urr(To) = e o

From Eq. (5.9)

-aT -afT -T)
K(aT+e 'o:¿ -o -)

2 -- -aTa'(I - e--'o)
l.-: ;, - ''::':ì
':ii_i j::. i r- !
..' !. r. "-,".' :

Yt- =
tK
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From Eq. t3.B), the system output b_etween af and tK*l is

yr(t-rK) = K(;i J " 
1Tò 

"-"tt-tK)) u(r-r*)

^2(t - " 
*'o)"*t" -*,, ¡\

-a(t-t,,)
K(a(t-tK).+ e.. ^ .-1)

a

gain of the system

u [t-t*)

u(t-t*-T) (4.s)

with first order linear plant is

a

K(a(t-T-t*) .+ .e

From Eq. (3.10), the

where
T(T^ - T/2)

L= '
d

For the system with first order linear plants, the range of plant

gain, for whích the systems are theoretically phase-locked, depends on the

interrelationship of the threshold 1eveI, E, of the fpFM modulator and the

value of L. The threshold 1eve1, E, is a predeteïmined value and L is
a sirnple expression which includes the pole a, the input pulse period To

and the inter-pulse j-nterval T. Since T can be any value between 0 and

To, the required gain for locking can be obtained by assigning different
values of T to the expression.

The stability of the first order systern is determined by means of
the Root-locus Method in the Z plane for the first order sanpled-data control

system rfith the special hold device. From Eq. (4.2),

K=l

(4.6)
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(4.7)

t4. 8)

r(Grs)=*,åË,iiot,

transforrn is
-aT

-K("=u'-e 
o)

-------:ãT-
a(Z- e o)

The characteristic equation is given by

-aT
1 -1 I( c (Z) = 1 + K(e-ar t e-- o)

-aT
a(z- e o)

-aT ,,. -ãT -"To-
z_e o,K(e -e -)_0

a

The pole confíguration for G*(Z) and the root locus in the Z plane for
the characteristic equation are shown in Fig. 4.2.2.

fn view of the fact.-that the Z transforrnation naps the left half
of the S plane into the interior of the unit circle of the Z plane, absolute

stability requires that all poles of the output Z transform lie inside the

unit circle. In other words, for stable operatíon the root locus of this

sanpled-data system nust be confined in the unit circle. The gain at which

instability occurs is the plant gain at which the root locus intersects the

unit circle, and will be referred to as the critical gain. The point of
intersection is located at -1 + j0.(Fig.4.2.2). Hence, frorn Eq. (4.g)

-aT. .o.
-1 -e o_K(e*'-e ")

=Q
: ÉfT

The corresponding Z

KG (z)

and

-aT

a

-aT
a(t +e o)

Ce-aT - "-tto,

l(= (4. e)
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FlGURE 4.2.2 root [o c us G*(z)of
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Eq. (4.6) and [4.9) are two expressions re]ating rhe critical gain

K - - and the inter-pu1se interval T. However, because of their conplexity,crr
these expressions cannot he solved analytically to obtain the critical gain

'' ','j:

' K.rt and its inter-pulse interval T. They can be obtained by trial and

; error method, or graphically.

, Exanple I .

consider a first order linear plant which is described by the
1, following differential equation: ,.,:
:

:,

' iC.l + Sy(t) = K x(t) I artK
AssumethatTo=1,andE=1,itisrequiredtoobtaintherangeof

gain, K, for the system so that the system is phase-locked (i.e. 0 < T < 1)

and stable i

So lution

The theoretical range of system gain under phase-locked condition is
obtained frorn Eq. (4.6), assuning that the pulse duration 

^ 
equals to zeïo.

r = =--i:r(1-05r)

The critical gain for a stable system is obtained from Eq. (4.g)

5T,. /55.5 eK=--c 
(148.41 - 

"5T)
Both results are plotted in Fig. 4.2.5.

From the stability boundary plotted in Fi_g. 4.2.3 for the case of
a = 5 and ro = 1, it is seen that the ninimr:rn gain for the system to

achieve locking is 10. From Eq. (4.6), the gain K of the systen increases
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as the related inter-pulse interval T decreases. The stability Iimit

appears at T = 0.29 sec. The maximum allowab,le gain for this-system is

20.4

This systern is then simulated on the cornputer for comparison puïposes.

The results are shown in the following table.

Gain K T (Calculated)

2.50
7.50

10. 00
11.00
L3.25
20.00
28.50
57 .00

ols oo
0.700
0.5 00
0.3 00
0.2 00
0.100

T [.Simulated)

-
0.900
0.775
0.525

0.77s/ 0.s7s

Phase-Locked

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

It is observed that when plant gain is below the nininum value, the

system can not be phase-locked. Low plant gain gives 1ow plant output so

that the feedback IPFM modulator does not have enough input to initiate
pulses at the right tfune slots. As plant gain increases, the two results
are s1íght1y different from each other. The discrepancies are due to the

following: in the sinulation, pulses with 0.05 second pulse width are used

while zero pulse width is assumed in the theoretical analysis. However,

when the sinulated pulse width is red.uced to 0.025 seconds, it is observed

that the sinulated results are closer to the theoretical values. Final1y,

when the plant gain increases close to the critical value, the feedback

pulses are observed to oscillate around the input pulses. The systen loses

lock for further increase in gain.
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Second Order System

(a) l,inear plant with two distinCt potes

Assurne that the finear plant can be

differential equation :

described by the following

i(t) + (a + h) iC.l + ab- y(t) = (

then, the equation can be transforrned into two first
equations by letting,

xtr) I

l1
(4 . 10)

ìtr
order differential

irit) +ayr(r) =y.(t) 
I.I

.lyz3) * 6yr(t) = K x(r)1.
tK

Then,

and

lLlrl-b;:1[,

l,]u=['

0

Q= 
t

y7

y2

x(r)

-r/a

0

K

-l/ab

t:

itlf!-:
i'-;t:j
i :' :.'',

I

i

A-1 =

-1/b
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H= [i 0]

The required natriï function "{t is eyaluated by the Lagrange interpolation

formula; i.e.,

n+l n+1 À-À.
s(.À) = ,f, X_ ill fcri)

J=I 1=l I 1
jlt

where À,'s are the characteristic numbers of the given rnatrix A. and ft_-

is a function that depends on the characteristic nunbers.and then I is re-

placed by the matrix A. ''

s(À) = 
qft9$9 + (1-i 3)-f(ib)

and

(A * br)e-at (A * ar¡e-bt
s(Ð =É.-t(ã:¡l--

since ge.) = f(A) = "4t

. -at -bt-ateeê-¡" TE-Ð - Tffi')

^ -btUE

At

and

ur r 
(To)

A1so,

-aT.i o=e

-)[-=

11.1
- 

--- r ---T
a a-b ab'

10-
b-
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Fron Eq. (3.9)

v -c+cu¿ - þ ;i1#_u- ra#-:r
-bT -aT'tt* 

a-b-ae o+b,e o

From Eq. (3.10), the gain of the system of second order linear plant is:

r =f (4.r2)

r(a+b-ab(r. -þl
where

-bT. ...o
te - 1)a'

-1
b

l= K(a - b) 2 -2ab

-bTo,.bT 
_ r)

a3¡r - u1

Hence, Eq. (4.I2) gives the theoretical gain of the second order linear plant

with two distinct poies for which the system wourd be phase-locked.

The Schur-Cohn criterion provides a nice analytical rnethod of deter-

mining the stability boundary of a phase-locked loop control system. In

applying the Schur-Cohn criterion, the characteristic equation in terms of

Z f.or the control system nust first be obtained. The stability of a system

is dependent upon the location of the roots of the characteristic equation,

with all the roots inside the unit circle coTïesponding to a stable system

and with one or more roots outside the unit circle corresponding to an

unstable system.

The general Schur-Cohn stab,ility criterion can he sinplified in

F(z), the numerator of 1 + K G*(z), is a quadratic polynonial with real

coefficients and. the coefficient of z2 is unity. In such cases, the necessary

I.r:.
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and sufficient conditions for the noots of F(Ð = Q lying inside the unit
circle are reduc"¿ toG)

The transfer function of the control systen is

-DS-
K'c(s)= ffi (4-14)

The Z transform of Eq. G.fÐ is given by

_nc
KG(z)=Kzffif#"

K(Plz - Ql)

1. leCo)l . r

2" Fti) > 0

3. F(-1) > 0

-aT -bT
ab (a-b) (z-e o) (.2-. o)

pr = ""-bro¡"bD - r¡ - "-"to (uuD - r)

-fa+b)T
Ql = e 

\* -/'o¡"¡ebD 
- r¡ - b("tD - 1))

(4.Isa)

(4.13b)

(4.13c)

(4. 1s)

where

and

The characteristic equation of this systern derived from 1 + K G*(Z) - 0 is
giùen by

F(z) =22-Prz+Q2=o (4.16)

where

-ar -br 
- *j!,"bD.r) o lro(e'D - r)P2=" o*u o-

iit.ii

lil: . :.1

itì::,,-,n:;

M'Digita1ÊSamp1ed-datacontro1System'byJ.T.Tou
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Q2= ab(a - bJ

Applying the stability conditions of Eq. 4.13 leads ro rhe following

inequalities:

anð

F(1)-1-Pr+Qr>0

F(-1)=1+Pr+Qr>0

In like manner, inequality (a.18) can he reduced to

Also, inequality (a.19) can be

-fa+blT

" 
'-- --'-o(-t * x¡p-¡eaD - r; - rC"bD - l)

- (a+b) T ñ

lrcol¡=t 
t tlo (¡-**(Þf""o-t) ..',(.bo'l) ., G.L7)ab(a - b)

Transposing and simplifying reduces inequality (a.I7) to

la+b) T

¡ç . e 
'= 

o-: l)ab(a - b) -- --a[r^-r) h[r - r)
b(e 1)-a[e " -t)

t4.18)

(4 . 1s)

(4.20)

(4.2r)

-aT
.o1+e

a[e

value of

for this

simplified to

-bT -fa+blT. o .". o+e
-bT

1) [e-DI -e o)- u("

a-b
o +1) ("-tT - "

o)

Hence, the lowest

critical gain K

(4.22)

inequality G.20) through (4.22) determines the

stahle systen.
1.,.;
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Example II

Consider a specific second order linear plant which is described by

the following differential equation:

j;(t) + ri ict) + 30Y(t) = K x(t) 
I

'a t a*

Assuning that To = 1, and E = 1 , it is required to obtain the range of 
,..:

gain, K, for the sys.ten so that the system is phase-locked Ci.e. 0 < T < 1) :,r:,,,,

'' ì

and stable. i:.
.:t::.

Solution

The theoretical ïange of system gain trnder phase-locked condition is

obtained fron Eq. C4.11) and Eq. (4.I2)

1

G.12(a))

The three inequalities (4.I7) through (4.19) are evaluated by means of

digital cornputer. It is found that inequality (4.18) is always fulfilled

provided 0 < T < 1. Also, the gain obtained from inequality (4"20) is

much greater than that obtained fron inequality G.22). Hence inequality

(4.22) gives the gain K for this stable systen, and

K < elrr / (0.198667e6T - 0.r6626e5T - 0.000920"11T) G.22(a))

Eq.Ø.I2(a))andEq.U.22(a))arebothp1ottedinFig;4.2.4.

In Fig. 4.2.4., it is predicted that the system would be stable and

phase-locked for the plant gain beÛveen 63.775 anð.93.50. The rnaximr¡n

allowable gain occurs approxinatêly at T = 0.405 seconds. For the gain

i,Ë
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ab,ove the naxirnum value, the systen would be unstab-1.e.

This systern is then simulated on computer and the results are

compared in the following table.

Gain K T (Sirnulâted)

:_

0.775
0.575

'*::'*'

20
40
60
65
76
91
104
166
316

T (Câ1ôù1atêdJ

o. ãzs
0.550
0.420
0.350
0.200
0. 100

Phase:Locked

No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

Fron the table, the results are satisfactory at low plant gain and

the system is not phase-locked when the plant gain is below the mininum

value. However, there are discrepancies between the two results when the

system is phase-locked. These are mainly because the pulse width of 0.05

seconds is used in the simulation. Improvernents in the results can be seen

if smaller pulse width is simulated. Also, the feedback pulses oscillate

at above the critical gain and the systen loses lock for gain beyond the

critical values.

(b) Linear plant hrith a multiple pdlê of cinder two

The linear plant is described by the following differential equation:

i;(t) *zai|.:- +a2y(t) =KX[t)lrt ì tx

Transforming into two first order differential equation yields

(4.23)

a:Ìl¡,t:ì'i ì
:'ì, .-



c,)

y1 (t) + a y, ft)

vrft) * ^ yzLt)

= Yr(tr) I

= K-xct) l. , .*

1l;1x,,:"][

-a

L;,][
y1

y2

ot,

Then,

To construct

expansion of

t> tx

l
il
l* J

-a

0

[,-

Irt-l2

L;

:l

A=

-a

A-1

-2
A

Q=

lr 0l

the Lagrange interpolation

rational function

2

5
a

1-z
a

H=

the partial fractionhCÀ), consider



h(-a) = h(ÀX¡ + a)2 
l^ = _,

n(r) tl n r)2
m(À)

r) "-ut

_ h(_-a) , h-'(_-a)

r¡-.a' 
- n;Ð

where

h'(-a)

0n the spectn:m of A,

h(-a) =

h?(-a) =

Replacing

h(À)

by

s(4)

f(-a) = s-ât

. -atte

d=_d), À=-a

A

= "-ât 
+ (À + a¡t e-at

.At
. glves e-

ét=n(Ð=re-at+(A+a

-at te

""=f:

urr (To)

-at

-at

-aT
=e

Frorn Eq. (3.9), :,. .. r:r-r.

1.' .. .li'
; i.:l:::i::l

Yt- =
tK

-aT
KfaT + LZ r.aTo)* .o -

r'¡1 - Cl * aTo) e-a

(4.24)



From Eq. (J.10), the gain

multiple pole is

of tlre system of second order linear plant with

lÀ

-qT + 3)

where

L_

.E
r.=3,.L

-aT
-y. e o(2+aT)
'I, ' -o',

tk

-

qZT(To-þ 
"-"to{uTo*31-ZaT 

+" 
t(To T)

(a'I

a

(4.2s)

Hence, Eq. (4.25) gives the theoretical gain of the second order linear plant

with a multiple pole of order two so that the system would be phase-locked.

In order to obtain the stability boundary of the controlled systen,

it is necessaïy to obtain the transfer function of the sampled-data system.

.:j ::'-:.

K G(s)

The Z transform of

KG(z)

where

- r(l - e-DS)
)

S(S + ¿)'

Eq. (4.72) is given by
-aT

K e o(psz * Q¡)

-aTo-2 2lL-e ) a

(4.26)

a(T -T)
PS=" " (t+aT)-aTo-1

0-=er5

The characteristic

given by

"-"T¡rTo-1-aT)
-aT

o

equation of this system derived fron 1 + K G*(Z) 1S ir' l

i-:.tì;.:!.where

F(Z) = 22 * POZ + Q4 = 0 (4.27)



(tr

P4= LK Pg

_2aT

Qr=9+

-.qT. *,
- ¿) e

*aToQru -.2o--+Ke

Since the characteristic equation of

polynomial, Eq. (4.15) is applicable.

-2aT
le(o)l = " 

o¡t * x¡r

F(1) =I+P4 *Q+to

F(-1) =I-P4 *Q4t0

A1so, inequality (4.30) becomes

Transposing and sirnplying reduces inequalii.y @.28) to

2 - 2^To

u - ã lê - lJ

I +-e ' o

In like manner, inequality (4.29) can be reduced to

the controlled system

Then,

afT -Tl
+ e - 9 ' ,(aT - I -'o

is a quadratic

aT))) < 1

2- "To ^ -aT
o. r(" -z*" o)
" -aT aT

(1 - e --o, + a(1 - "-tT) - "-"T(t 
+ aT)¡e*-o - t;

L4.28)

(4.2s)

(4 
" 30)

(4.3r)

(4.32)

^ aT -aT
o. áz(e o +'2 + e o)" ' ' '

-aT rT
-(1 * 

"-o'o) - acl * "-tT) 
* 

"-"T¡1 
+ aT)¡u''o * 1¡

(4.33)

Hence, the lowest value of inequality [4.31) through (4.33) determines the

critical gain for this stab-le systen.
j. . i., i.l:i
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j;(t) +r01,(t) +2Sy(t) =KXCr)l
,a r r*

Assuming that To = r, and E = 1, it is required to obtain the range of 
r,.¡gain, K, for the system so that.. the system is phase-locked (.i.e. 0 < T < 1) ,..,,..,,.

and stable.
1,.'.1-':

Solution

ExamÞle III

consider a second crder rinear plant which is described by the
fol lowing differential equation :

The theoretical range of gain under phase-locked conditions is
obtained from Eq. (4.24) and Eq. (4.25)

l( = (-0.000089 + 0.0236T - 0.02T2 + 0.000089 
"5T - 0.0000S5T.5T)-1 

,

Q.zs(a)) '

The three inequalities (4.28) through (4.30) are evafuated by rneans of a

digital .conputer. rt ís founded that inequality (4.2g) is always fulfiIled.
The gain evaluated from inequality (4.31) is greateï than that obtained from 

,:,1inequality (a.x)- Elence, inequality (4.33) provides the critical gain for 
.',

a stable system; i.e. ',

K . "trl(0.0s84 + 0.1986T - 0.00rs92 "5T) ia.sj(a))

Eq' (4'25 (a)) and Eq. (4.33(a)) are both protted in Fig. 4.2.s. rr is pre-
dicted that the systern would be phase-locked and stabl e at a gain between

118 and 129' These results are compared with that sinulated on digital
computer in the following table:
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System Gâin PrédictrrCsec) simulated T(Sec) phase-Locked

20
50
100
720
I28'
150
200

0.73
0.55
0.4
0.26

0.525

2__l_"

No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

The discrepencies between the Trs are similaï to those cited earlier.
However, the conparison shows that the predicted results agree with those

from simulations.

.:iÌ::::::ì:
'4, --:.-: -:-.

ì';:: j:: :rl:'';!ì' i
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CI.IAPTER 5

STJ¡,ÍMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this thesis, the locking conditions for steady state operation of "" '

a phase-locked loop control system aïe anaryzed in the time domaia using

the state variable approach. This analysis is done by assuming that the 
:.:.:,::system is locked and in steady state operation. rn other words, the feedback ;,1:,,,.1.

pulses are inití ateð, at the predetermined inter-pulse interval T when the 
: '

i1'l,l',.'
required plant gain is applied, and the system response is periodic with ':'::r:

periodTo.Thisisthenusedtoestab1ishthe1ockingconditionsforthe

system. 
i

These locking conditions show that the systen does not lock for i

ìvery low gains, and rocks for higher gains. At very high gain, however, 
:

simulations show instability of the system, and the feedback pulses ar." 
f

observed to oscillate about their calculated positions. This leads to the j

stab ility investigations

rt is observed that, for snal1 oscillation of the feedback pulses 
1r1.,,,.,,

around their predicted positions, the stability of the system is equivalent 
1,,,:,

to the stability of a sampled-data systen with a special hold device. The ,:',::'::::

concept of using eqúivalent systems simplifies the investigation of stability.
The sanpled-data system with a special hold device is anaryzeð, by using , 

,,,transforrn techniques. T\',¡o nethods of determining the stability of the sanpled- i.ijr:,.

data systen are discussed. The root locus method provides a graphical means

of determining the stability and the simplified schur-cohn criterion provides
an analytical tool for testing the stabi.lity of second order systems.

The sirnulations confirm the theoretical results. The theory shows !::::i:¡¡:."
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that, for any phase--locked loop control s.ystern, there is a raage of plant

gain for the syste¡n to b-e in phase*locked state. From the sinulations of
first and second order systems, it is shown that when the gain is too low, 

,,:',::the systern cannot be phase-locked because the feedback nodulator does not

have enough tine to initiate pulses. On the other hand, when the gain is too

high, the steady state solution becomes unstab,le because more than one pulse 
i¡¡,,,,¡,i-s generated in one time s1ot. In conclusion, the proposed phase-locked ;..',,,:

loop control system can adequately b.e described by the methods outlined in ,,,,,,
Ít.,tt,

this thesis.

;:::,

t:.:-':l

li:r.:.i::-r.i.

.:l :ì....
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